INTRODUCTION
Let ‫ކ‬ be a finite field with q elements and of characteristic p. In this q paper, we construct a family of geometric ‫ޚ‬ -extensions over global p function field k of transcendence degree one over ‫ކ‬ and study the q asymptotic behavior of class numbers in such ‫ޚ‬ -extensions. By the analog p of the Brauer᎐Siegel theorem in function fields, it suffices to investigate w x the genus of each layer of such ‫ޚ‬ -extensions. In 5 , Gold and Kisilevsky p gave a lower bound of the genus for all geometric ‫ޚ‬ -extensions of k. They p also constructed ‫ޚ‬ -extensions whose class numbers grow arbitrarily fast p Ž . see Remark 3, Section 1 of their paper . We want to reverse the direction of investigation and try to construct ‫ޚ‬ -extensions such that the growth p rate is close to the lower bound.
It is known that very typical geometric ‫ޚ‬ -extensions arise from cyclop tomic extensions, both in the number field case and in the function field case. The first systematic study of cyclotomic function fields was carried Ž w x. out in 1930s by L. Carlitz see 1᎐4 . Its application in class field theory over rational function fields was found by his student, D. Hayes, in 1974 Ž w x. see 8 . For generalization to any global function field, we refer the w x reader to 9 .
First we want to fix some notation. Let ϱ be a fixed prime of k and Ž . d s deg ϱ . Let A be the ring of elements of k holomorphic away from ϱ ϱ. We denote by k the completion of k at ϱ and ⍀ the completion of a We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we will review some results in Drinfeld module theory and apply them in Sections 3 and 4 to study the higher ramification groups and the Galois groups of the cyclotomic extensions, respectively. In the last section we find a family of ‫ޚ‬ -extensions over k under some mild restrictions on k and compute p genus and examine the growth rate of class numbers of these ‫ޚ‬ -extenp sions.
PRELIMINARIES ON DRINFELD MODULES
In this section, we recall some facts on rank one Drinfeld modules and a key proposition which will be crucial for analyzing the higher ramification groups in Section 3. An excellent survey on this topic can be found in w x Hayes' paper 11 . One has the following well-known results: . is an abelian extension and the Galois group Gal H ᑾ rH is isomorphic Ž . = to Arᑾ , the group of the invertible elements in Arᑾ. From the Ž . similarity with the cyclotomic number fields, H ᑾ is called the ᑾ th cyclotomic function field over H.
. The only other ramified primes are those over ϱ, with both the inertia group and the decomposition group isomorphic to ‫ކ‬ = . x w obtain some equalities in the above proposition using 6, 3.1.11 . See 16,
x Lemma 1 .
HIGHER RAMIFICATION GROUPS
In this section, we will compute the ramification groups of H ᒍ rH. We keep all the previous notations. We further let C be the integral
In what follows we will identifỹ m m Ž . Ž . these two groups. Let P P be a prime of H ᒍ lying above P P and H ᒍP P mŽ . be the completion of H ᒍ at P P. Let H be the completion of H at P P.
forms an integral basis for C over B . Thus for i G 0 the ith ramificatioñ
and G s 1 .
q Proof. One only needs to prove the second half of the theorem. Let ᒍ which proves the theorem in this case. Now suppose 1 F i F m y 2 and we proceed by induction. For any q di F j F q dŽiq1. y 1 one has
Ž . ᒍ Ž . The reason for the last implication is that otherwise ord b s i and then ᒍ b w x ord s 0 by Proposition 2.1, which is a contradiction.
This proves the claim and the theorem follows at once.
m . = In this section, we will study the structure of Arᒍ . The following lemma is a standard result in commutative algebra. Ž .
Proof. Without loss of generality one may assume that p t F mp tq1 for some nonnegative integer t.
and log mrj s i q 1. First, we count the number of j prime to p
w . tq1 such intervals, mrp , mrp , mrp , mrp , . . . , mrp, m one has 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. w
x Remark. Guo and Shu 7, Proposition 3.2 also gave a structure theo-Ž m . = Ž . rem for the group Arᒍ when the base field k is ‫ކ‬ T . Our result is q not as precise as theirs, but on the other hand our proof is much simpler.
‫ޚ‬ -EXTENSIONS p
From the discussion in the previous section, one has 
The first statement is trivial to see since all the higher ramification groups in the lemma are p-groups. For 1 F im y 1 and q i d F tq Žiy1.d , if a g G then one easily has a X s 1. Now by Theorem 3.1,
x Let e s ord a then one has jp ) i which implies that e G log irj p ij p q1 since e is an integer. We have finished the proof of the lemma. 
Ž . For 0im y 1 one has Ž .
m y 2 Ž . 
